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      K.  SE  ZAIVA calculated the topographical change due to an internal pressure. He assumed 
a cavity, whose radius is a and on the internal surface of the cavity pressure  p is acting and the 
outer medium near the  cavity is in a plastic state from radius a. to b. 
      He get the final result that at the  earth's surface  (z=0) the horizontal and vertical dis-
placements are given by 
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where r is the horizontal distance of the point considered on the earth's surface from the cavity, 
H the depth of the cavity, X and  /..t  LAMt's constants and B is given by 
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In equation (2)  k is the maximum shearing stress. 
     Ignoring details of  B  , put 
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and represent the  strength of the pressure by  A 
     If the distribution of such a  pressure on an internal horizontal surface is  given, the 
resultant  displacement on the earth's surface can be given by 
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                                       C.  Tsunoz proposed an ingeneous method to estimate the distribution of anomaly of 
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density assumed to be distributed on a surface at a certain depth when the anomaly of gravity 
on the earth's surface is given. It is based on that the distribution of the anomalies of density 
and gravity are  expanded-in  FotTRIER's double series and that the corresponding terms in the 
series are compared each others. 
     Applying the same procedure to  SEZAWA'S result, we can easily estimate the distribution 
of pressure represented by A in equation (3). 
     Put 
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then the corresponding displacement at the earth's surface is given by
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       If, therefore, put the observed displacement on the earth's surface be expressed by 
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 we get the following relations between the coefficients in the series of the displacement and the 
 pressure  : 
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Though  mathematiCally the equation (6) is divergent, it is of no matter in physical sence, as minute 
changes in displacement on the earth's surface cannot be attributed to underground pressure  dis-
tribution in deep layers. First few terms in  the series only have physical meaning. 
     It is also possible to estimate the depth at which the pressure is distributed in this case, 
as equation (9) gives some relation between coefficients in series of  u, v and w and in  the relation 
the depth is  included. And it is also possible to calculate the three dimentional distribution of 
pressure.
